Rinri Project Newsletter III, Mystery of the Stone Edition
Volume 4, No. 1
White Lunar Wizard Meets Black Iron Garuda Crest, Cubing the Challenge
Note to the Reader: Much of the information contained herein is unavoidably mathematical or
numerological in nature. Please be patient with yourself. The Galactic Masters are informing us that
number is the language of telepathy, and that the 441 matrix is the grammar and vocabulary of this
language. The synchronic order is embedded in and is a function of this matrix as well. Thank you.
May your efforts be blessed!

1. Year of the Cube—A Pacal Votan Clear Sign
“The information given to you is the Mirror of Truth. Those who gaze into that
Mirror, those who are awakened by this consciousness are obliged to serve directly the
Dimension of the Unified Reality.”
— postulate 13 of 78, “Transmission from
the Cosmos Federal Assembly.” P. 386, The
Knowledge Book

On the morning of Magnetic Moon 7 (August 1, 2007), first day
of the Magnetic Moon Cube Journey, White Lunar Wizard year,
at Sugar Hill, Upper Upham, Wiltshire, UK, a crop circle left a
most notable impression. As that day was also Kin 60, galactic
signature and clear sign of Pacal Votan, there is no question that it
was a “clear sign” of inter-dimensional communication—a cubed
telepathic message from the White Lunar Wizard himself.
(Note: On the Long Count that day it was Kin 11, 11 Monkey)
In this profoundly geometrical impression there are 18 cubes so
arranged as to form a larger cube with a six-pointed star in the
center. There are 3 faces showing to each of these cubes: 3 × 18 =
54, kin number of the White Lunar Wizard year—sign that this year
is the “year of the cube.”
Around the 18 cubes are four rings. This year is the fourth Ring of
the Mystery of the Stone. Each ring has 36 triangles. 36 × 4 = 144,
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number of the temple, and of the “elect,” while 54 × 4 = 216, or six cubed (6 × 6 × 6). Each of the 144
triangles has three vertices—144 × 3 = 432 = 54 × 8, 108 × 4, 216 × 2, 9 × 48, and 27 × 16. While 27
is the third power of nine, and the special power of Black Iron Garuda Crest, the fourth Bolontiku,
sixteen is the number of the Cube Journey. The 18 cubes comprising the single larger cube are a sign of
the 144,000 to be cubed within the Inner Heptagonon of Mind by the closing of the cycle, 21/12, 2012,
five years hence.
This crop circle is a demonstration that the power of the new time of the galactic Dreamspell is
confirmed and supported by the higher dimensional wizards awaiting the awakening of humanity to its
next evolutionary stage of cosmic consciousness. Through the Dreamspell, the frequency of the Law
of Time—T(E) = Art—is applied synchronically, in this case resulting in the telepathy of the cube crop
circle.
54 is the sum factor of 9 × 6. According to the Cosmic Science 6 miriads create the primal electrical
charge (solen), while 9 miriads create the primal negative charge (kemio). The combination of the +6
and -9 results in a new mertanica vidica line. A mertanica vidica is the line of force that imprints any
new life formation at its conception. The sum factor of the frequency of conception is then 54 (9×6).
The imprinting in this case is the crop circle in question. The new life germinating in the Lunar Wizard
year is the stirring of the new evolutionary type to emerge in 2012-2013 from within the cube of the
Inner Heptagonon of Mind.
This sign occurred on the cubing of the first heptad of the fourth ring of the Mystery of the Stone,
which, in the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, marks the beginning of the Monkey genesis. In the 20
Tablets, the kin 54 year occurs in Cube 11. The system of the cube comes from the 11th dimension, the
first of the supremely higher dimensions leading up to the 18th. 54 = 18 × 3, while 54 (the number of
faces on the 18 cubes) + 144 the number of triangles in the four rings = 198 = 11 × 18.
Finally, look at this. The Kin 54 year spans the Arcturus Dominion (AD) years 2007-2008. Add these
together: 2007 + 2008 = 4015 = 73 × 55, or 11 × 365. In this is a sign that in the 11th year, 2011, of
the third millennium, Camelot shall return. This is what is augured following the conclusion of the
Mystery of the Stone, marking the beginning of the 6 Wizard year, the last and final Wizard Ring
before the closing of the cycle.
“Monkey Genesis anchors magic of the Lunar Earth Wizards.”
The catalytic journey has begun. This new evolutionary type catalyzed by this magic, homo
noosphericus, can only come about by an act of noogenesis—birth by mind. But this cannot be just
any mind. What mind is there among you that can travel “to buddhalands while dwelling in nonsubstantiality?” To become one of those cubed within, you must develop such a mind. You must enter
the profound Samadhi that becomes the meaning of the cube. You must practice like a single-minded



wizard or one-pointed yogi until you can make the lion lie down with the lamb, while beating swords
back into plowshares. Then, perhaps, through your third eye, you, too, will be able to project a crop
circle.

2. Cubing the Years—Understanding the Dimensional Shift
“Numbers are the highest degree of knowledge. It is knowledge itself.”
—Plato

“O children of the day of truth, before the separation which divided you into the
children of the dawn and the children of the book, there was only the cube of the law
and the law of the cube.
“Everyone and everything moved and lived within this Law: one mind, one spirit, one
will.
“ Within the dimensions and measurements of the cube are all knowledge of heaven and
earth …”
—Telektonon of Pacal Votan, Sec. III, vv. 11-13, “The Cube of the Law
and the Tower of Babel”

“Time is running down,” you hear it said, or, just as often, “We are running out of time.” What time is
running down? What time is running out? We mean here the time of the third-dimensional 12:60 mind.
We can all feel it. It is like being inside a pressure cooker where the water is just about to boil. Only
in this case the pressure cooker is a cube, and the water is the unconscious ferment of history. The end
result is the dimensional shift.
With the passage into the Ring of the White Lunar Wizard, 26 July 2007, the world slipped
imperceptibly into the incipient stages of the dimensional shift to be climaxed between Rhythmic
Moon 9, Blue Resonant Storm year (2012) and 26 July 2013, Kin 164, first day of the Ring of
the Yellow Galactic Seed. Between the beginning of the Kin 54 year, AD 2007, and the galactic
synchronization, 2013, are exactly six Rings—the number of years encompassing the dimensional shift
is the same number as there are sides to a cube: six. This, as we shall see, is a sign that the dimensional
shift describes the process of an exponentially diminishing timespace cube.
From the perspective of the system of the cube, timespace is a cube. Third-dimensional mind thinks
that “time keeps on slipping, slipping, slipping into the future.” But this time that is slipping is only
the linear perception of time. In the near future we will experience the convergence of many “time
lines”—the dimensional shift. From the higher, fourth-dimensional perspective, time and space are



an inseparable unity that together create a cube. The three dimensions of space—height, width and
depth—are bound by the invisible cube of time, which is the fourth dimension.
As long as the life and its attendant cosmological processes are functioning according to the normative
values of the law of time and its synchronizing frequency, 13:20, then the timespace cube remains
relatively constant. To the perceptions of those multidimensional beings dwelling within the vast
timespace cube of cosmic reality, the dimensions of that cube are without bound. This is because no
matter where you go, you are always at the center of that vast cube. Such is the nature of the intrinsic
cosmocentric perspective of cosmic consciousness.
However, when there is a deviation from the harmony of living in accord with the universal values
of the frequency of synchronization, then the distorted perceptions begin to affect the timespace
cube. When the distorted perceptions are due to the limiting affects of living solely according to
third-dimensional beliefs and 12:60 time conceptualizations, then life exceeds all bounds, expanding
convulsively at phenomenal rates of speed toward the edges of its own timespace cube.
There comes a moment of exponential acceleration when the timespace cube itself becomes distorted
and limited by the ignorant perceptions. Yes, there comes a moment when it appears that the timespace
cube begins to diminish, to shrink, finally imploding upon the deviant mind that brought about the
distortion in the first place, resulting at last in a dimensional shift.
That moment of the diminishing cube arrived on the dawn of the White Lunar Wizard when an
imperceptible implosion of accelerating indices of psychomental phenomena reached the limit of their
timespace cube. The ratio proportion of six years cubed = 216(6 × 6 × 6). Such a cube describes the
timespace cube ratio when the limit for material expansion and consumption has been reached within
the finite timespace of a single planetary biosphere. In particular, the cube proportion of 216 (6 to the
third power) defines the point at which the timespace perception of the dominating mental field begins
to implode in a series of successively diminishing cubes—all contained within the master 216 cube.
Each diminishing cube encompasses a single rotation of the Earth around the sun, such that the second
year cube diminishes to a proportion of five to the third power or 5× 5× 5 = ratio proportion 125;
the third year to a cube of four to the third power, 4× 4× 4 = ratio proportion 64, the fourth year to a
cube of three to the third power, 3× 3× 3 = ratio proportion 27; the fifth year to a cube 2× 2× 2 = ratio
proportion 8, and the sixth and final year, 1× 1× 1 = 1 = ratio proportion 1 = maximum implosion
(2012). This means that 2013 = 0, or dimensional shift, lift-off attained. In this way the final six years
of the closing of the cycle are each cubed within a master cube.
The diminishing sequence of timespace cubes is the result of the following formulation: once limit of
timespace cube has been reached through acceleration of internal causative factors, then increasing
speed of mental ratios decreases size of cube.



Mental ratios are here defined as functions of consciousness in relation
to the timespace in which they are given to operate and as they
are qualified by two other complex factors: 1) concurrent
increases of quantity of information and acceleration
of information processing; and 2) quantity and
expansion of physical plants and hardware
plus equivalent energy consumption
needed to drive all the social mechanisms
necessary to sustain the global information
processing system, inclusive of all other
adjunct systems needed to provide
socio-mechanical support, maintenance
and service, i.e. transport, commodity
production and consumption, and urban
consumption transformation zones.
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Hence we arrive at a more precise
(6x6x6)
formulation defining the collapsing cube
2009
ratios: accelerating gigabytes of information
bits multiplied by increase in quantity and speed
2008
of machines, factored by expanding quantity of energy
needed to maintain this process, multiplied by (in)capacity
2007
of mental ratios to accommodate the exponential feedback rates,
divided by the amount of physical times space available on a planetary
scale to sustain the entire complex = mental ratios attaining speed of infinity minus one, establishing
annual sequence of exponentially diminishing timespace cube ratios.

“63. The Universal laws and programs prepared centuries ago had been prepared in
accordance with time units of the world. At the moment, time has gained speed. Dates
are approaching.
“64. The scarcity of time is mentioned as a result of the time period which will be
accelerated even more.
“65. You are faced with a change of Age. Do not ever forget this. Everything will settle
in its course, silently and profoundly.”
—The Knowledge Book, postulates from the Cosmos Federal Assembly, p. 389

To summarize: Timespace is a cube. Once exponential limit is reached (infinity minus one) increase of
speed of mental ratios decreases size of cube.



The six years 2007-2013 (all years 26 July through 25 July) establish six timespace cubes, one within
the other of proportionately decreasing size in a diminishing scale of values:
6:5:4:3:2:1:0 (6+5+4+3+2+1 = 21)
Annual Scale:
2007 – 2008 – 2009 – 2010 – 2011 – 2012 – 2013 = 0
63 53 43 33 23 13 = 212
216 + 125 + 64+ 27+ 8+ 1
= 441 Original Matrix
Notice how the cubes of the numbers 1-6 = 21 squared, while the sum of all six frequencies = 441.
Then notice how the cumulative frequencies of the first four years = 432, or 216 × 2.
(216 + 125 + 64 + 27 = 432, or 144 × 3, 54 × 8, 27 × 16, etc.)
These four cube frequencies represent the last four years of the Mystery of the Stone. This indicates
that by 2011 the 144,000 must be ready for being cubed within the Inner Heptagonon of Mind.
The final two cube years are the entry into inner time. The fifth year (2011-2012) is the 23 cube of 8
(432 + 8 = 440 cumulative sum), attaining the liberation of the galactic harmonic and the last year,
2012-2013 is the Inner Heptagonon Cube of Mind, the 13 cube of 1 which establishes the original
matrix, 441 (cumulative sum 440 +1) or 21 squared. (See: Rinri Project Newsletter, Volume III. 3. 3).
Also notice in the sequence 216 -125 -64 -27 -8 -1 -0 that there are six interval numbers: 216 – 125 =
91, 125 – 64 = 61, 64 – 27 = 37, 27 – 8 = 19, 8 – 1 = 7, 1 – 0 = 1
Now add those five interval numbers 91+61+37+ 19+7+1 = 216, the number of the master allenclosing cube of the Lunar Wizard year. This means that the master cube 216 will be maintained
throughout the six year cycle, for it is the indestructible container cube. When the final cube of 1 is
completed at 0, 2013, then the 216 cube will accommodate the inter-dimensional shift represented
by the springing forth of the 441 Original Matrix and its cube of 21 cubed or 1.3.3.1. Also note the
difference between 441—212—and 216—63—is 225 or 152—while 15 + 6 = 21.
Then add the cumulative sum frequencies:
216 + 125 = 341 (11 × 31)
341 + 64 =
405 (81 × 5)
405 + 27 =
432 (144 × 3, 54 × 8, etc.)
432 + 8 =
440 (11×40)
440 + 1 =
441 (21× 21, or 7 squared × 9)
First four years sum frequency 432 (48 × 9, or ratio 48:1)
Last two years sum frequency 9 (48 + 1 = 49 = 441 = 49 × 9). The 9 (8+1) frequency of the last two
years represents the nine Stations of the Ark of the original creation. As the Inner Heptagonon of Mind,


this etheric structure will be evident to the purified ones and from it will be retrieved formulations for
the second creation.
To summarize from yet another angle:
Each of the annual cubes represents the collective planetary timespace perception in relation to a)
increasing acceleration of the speed of mental ratios multiplied by b) factors of increasing machine
dependency. Machine dependency is a feedback function of increase in accelerating quantity and speed
of machines, which in turn creates more machine dependency, ad infinitum, that is, until quantum
dimensional shift reaches point of implosion and collapse.
Speed of mental ratios is defined as: f(planet size divided by number of people multiplied by quantity
and speed of machines); the resulting coefficient defines machine dependency.
Speed of mental ratios is further defined as a function of a self-perpetuating 12:60 machine timing
loop: the greater the number of human beings, the greater the machine dependency, the greater the
increase in the quantity and speed of the machine.
The result is an accelerating curve of the increase of the speed of mental ratios which finally crosses
a critical threshold of infinity minus one. This is a factor that is quantitatively unattainable, so that
when this threshold is passed, the effect is to decrease the size of the timespace cube in relation to
the accelerating speed of the mental ratios. The consequence of this effect is subjectively felt as an
increasing sensation of time speeding up accompanied by increases in violent conflict, emotional
instability, stress, pressure, insanity, irrational behavior, social breakdown, terrorism and war
compounded by unforeseen effects of “climate change.”
Anticipate that by the seventh year of the Mystery of the Stone (2010-2011) when the cube value is
three cubed (27), the old 12:60 order will attain maximum implosion of mental ratios and resultant
psychosocial dysfunctionality.
Diminishing cube ratios are also impacted by the “2012 factor”: increase of awareness of 2012 as a
consciousness shift point, accelerates disbelief in and undermines deteriorating values of the old 12:60
order, such that the 2012 factor becomes a contributing element in the collapsing ratios of the annual
timespace cubes.
If 2012 (Blue Resonant Storm year) = 1 cubed, the final unit in an exponentially decreasing order that
began with 6 cubed, what and where is 2013? If 2013 = 0, then 0 is the value of the dimensional shift,
i.e., it is non-quantifiable from the present perspective. This dimensional shift is a “quantum jump”
into an altogether new timespace cube, the second creation, the new heaven and new earth, the galactic
synchronization into a new mental-evolutionary order, “noosphere.”



Here we will find a new (para)normalization into a new cube, the Cube of 21 cubed, or the Original
Matrix Attained 21 ×21 × 21 = 9261, vigesimally, 1.3.3.1. Once again we will be cosmocentric, but
now superconsciously so. The original timespace cube will again be unfathomably vast, for wherever
we may find ourselves that will be its center, and no matter how far we may go, we will still be at its
center.
That being the case, there will be little reason to go anywhere!

3. White Lunar Wizard Year—The God Particle as a Cosmic Fractal Value in the
Timespace Cube
“Cosmic Science is an evolutionary cosmology, which is, at the same time, an
evolutionary psychology. When we understand that our psychology is a cosmology and
that cosmology is the psychology of the evolution of consciousness, then we will better
understand the cosmocentric view.”
—Cosmic History Chronicles, Volume II Book of the Avatar, p. 265

In recent times, science circles have been abuzz with news of the theoretical definition of a new
particle, referred to as the “God Particle.” What is it? Is it the primary particle accounting for “dark
matter?” Is it a fifth force, in addition to the traditional four—electric, magnetic, weak and strong?
According to the “standard model,” as it is called by quantum physicists, the missing element in the
understanding of the present-day perception of the building blocks of the universe—the physical
universe that is—is the particle that causes the origin of all mass. So important is this missing
theoretical particle that it came to be called the “God particle.”
Once it was theoretically defined, massive atom smashers in long underground circular tunnels, some
17 miles (27 kilometers) in length were brought—and are still being brought to bear down upon
hapless protons traveling at incredible speeds, smashing into other protons. From the debris of billions
of smashed protons scientists hope to find traces of the God particle. But so far not one has been seen!
Now a new round of atom smashing is set to occur with even more massive instruments, magnets,
tubes and high-speed generators. Will the scientists find success? Or will it elude them again because
perhaps they are operating with the wrong paradigm?
Let us consider the God particle from another perspective and see if we can’t find it in some other way,
with a different paradigm, a different lens and the perceptions of cosmic science. Let us consider the
God particle from the perspective of number, and expand its scale to accommodate not protons and
electrons, but stars and planets, in which a planet is a solar electron, and the sun is a stellar nucleus.



First let us consider the key numbers involved in the God particle research. In June 1995, the physicist,
Leon Lederman, working on mathematical constructs for the God particle, noted his calculations took
him to a number, 10368. That happens to be 144 × 72, ½ of 144 squared. That night he dreamed he had
a key to a hotel room with the number 2808 written upon. He looked for the hotel room on two floors,
before he realized that he had looked on the 27th and the 29th floors but not yet the 28th. Since he had
never considered the number before, the physicist puzzled over its significance and then began doing
further calculations.
These took him to the theoretical conclusion that 2808 is the energy voltage of the God particle and
that 2808 is equivalent to a mass whose number is 82944. Now these two numbers are most interesting.
The physicist considers these numbers as inseparable from the particle or the energy quanitification, as
if it were the function of the quanta to generate these numbers. But what if we consider that the particle
is a function of number and, therefore, what is significant is the number and not the particle or quantum
in question? What if the reality is that the quanta are functions of a dimension where meaning is in the
number and not in the quantum being observed or measured?
In that light, let us look again at the numbers of the God particle, 2808, the Key, and 82944 the mass
factor: 2808 is indeed the key. The 28th floor is the correct floor because 28 is the perfect number, the
harmonic standard. The factors of 28, not including itself are 1, 2, 4, 7 and 14, which, added up, equal
28. Likewise, 1+2+3+4+5+6+7 = 28.
This qualifies 28 as a perfect number. But 2808—28 × 100 + 8, is equally fascinating, for it a sum of
32 different factors, including 1 and itself. This is because, 2808 is a function of four base numbers:
3, 13, 8, and 9. Most interestingly, keeping in mind the diminishing sequence of the six annual cubes,
2808 = 216 × 13.
Let us then assume the God particle is a function of the numbers 2808 and 82944, and that the
combination of these two numbers provides a fractal standard of measure from nuclear physics to
astrophysics. Let us also assume that timespace is a cube. While 2808 is the frequency of the force
or motion of the God particle as a fractal element or factor in nature, then 82944 is the factor of the
equivalent mass. The number 82944 equals 288 squared or 144 × 576. 288 (144 × 2) is the number
of the frequency of polar light, and as a mass frequency value constant, would refer to the planetary
sphere from whose poles emanate the auric rainbow light.
We can then postulate the God particle transposed to planetary level as the solar-electron mass (82944
frequency of polar light squared) traveling for one cycle around its nucleus/star, with an energy voltage
frequency value constant 2808, the frequency of its timespace cube 216 multiplied by 13 moons.



As a key number on the 28th floor, 2808 =
1 × 2808
2 × 1404
3 × 936
4 × 702
6 × 468
8 × 351
9 × 312
12 × 234
13 × 216
18 × 156
24 × 117
27 × 104
26 × 108
36 × 78
39 × 72
Notice that the last two factors are the number of weeks in a ring, and
52 × 54
the frequency of this year’s Kin, White Lunar Wizard.
Now, we can imagine that the 216 cube (6 cubed) is stretched around the planetary orbit for a factor
of 13 moons (28 days each, of course). Every 28 days, the 216 cube renews itself; this it does 13 times
per orbit, attaining its value constant 216 × 13 = 2808 per orbital cycle. When the day out of time
arrives there is a timespace pause and then, a fractal compression occurs, so that the following day,
the beginning of the second year (2008-09), the cube diminishes to a size 5 cubed (but still contained
within the master six cube 216) such that the fractal timespace equivalence is now only 125, or 216–
91. Notice that the feature of 13 is still retained in the interval/difference of 91 or 7 × 13.
Remember 91 also has an analog relation to 28 in that, just as 28 is the sum of the numbers 1-7, 91
is the sum of the numbers 1-13. If we then multiply the 5 cubed factor of 125 by 13 moons we arrive
at the sum 1625. This formulation would apply then to the frequency factors of the cubes of the
remaining years.
We may then derive the following frequency figures for the six year passage of the planetary solarelectron V.24.3 in orbit around its stellar nucleus V.24 for a total of six rings, 2007-2013 (mass
frequency harmonic of polar light squared 89244 remains constant):
1. 216 × 13
2. 125 × 13
3. 64 × 13
4. 27 × 13
5. 8 × 13
6. 1 × 13

= 2808 all encompassing God-particle force frequency.
= 1625. Interval: 2808 – 1625 = 1183 (91 × 13)
= 832. Interval: 1625 – 832 = 793 (61 × 13)
= 351(× 8 = 2808 = 27 × 104). Interval: 832 – 351 = 481(13 × 37)
= 104 (× 27 = 2808). Interval: 351 – 104 = 247 (19 × 13)
= 13 (× 216 = 2808). Interval: 104 – 13 = 91(7 × 13)
10

1. Sum of 13 moon frequencies of cubes 2-6 = 2925 = 117 × 25,
2925 – 2808 =117 (9 × 13)
2925 + 2808 = 5733 = 441 × 13
2. Sum of interval differences: 1183 +793 +481 +247 +91 = 2795 = 13 × 215, 2808 – 13
Assume the 13 to be the value equivalent of the new timespace cube frequency beginning in 7.26.2013,
then 2795 + 13 = 2808 God particle electro-energy force constant. Then add the primary value 2808,
with the concluding value 2795:
2808 + 2795 = 5603 = 431 × 13 = timespace cube value at end of six year diminishing cube cycle up
through 25/7/2013.
But then on 26/7/2013, the new cube orbital value of 13 is established:
5603 + 13 = 5616 = 2808 × 2, noospherically amplified constant of God particle.
When we divide the mass equivalent 89244 by 2808 then we get a value that approximates the days in
the synodic moon cycle (new moon to new moon):
82944 divided by 2808 = 29.53846154
synodic lunation cycle = 29.5306 days
Following the analogy that the planet is a solar electron whose mass value is the harmonic of polar
light or 288 squared, the cycle of its satellite particle – the moon will also be a factor of the mass
divided by energy-force factor 2808.
Equally if not more significant is the value of 28 in relation to 82944: 28 × 2962 = 82936 + 8 = 82944,
in other words 2962 × 28 (+08) = 82944. Also note the numbers of 288 are contained in 2808.
From this, conclude that the planetary solar-electron, inclusive of its orbiting lunar particle is
completely a function of the God particle harmonic number values, 2808 and 82944.
6 cubed or 216 × 13(moons) = 2808 = orbital timespace cube value. This value subsumes and is the
basis of all other factors involved in the subsequent cube frequency values, where sum frequency value
of 2925 = 117 × 25 = 2808 + 117, and together the values = 5733 or 441 × 13.
82944 harmonic of polar light (144 N pole + 144 S pole) 288 squared
= equivalent mass frequency of orbiting solar electron, divided by 2808 = approximate value synodic
lunation cycle 29.5306 days.
The harmonic standard measure 28 × 2962 = 82936 + 8 = 82944 = 288 squared.
What does Cosmic Science say about the God particle?
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In the discussion on solar radiation there are two heavy particles, the propositron which releases
thermic action, and the electromegatron which liberates luminic activity. Each of these heavy solar
particles has two quanta, each of which has valence of 72, for a total valence of 144 for each particle.
The combination of the two—propositron and electromegatron = 144 × 2 or 288. The square of this
factor gives us the mass equivalent value of the God particle, 82944.
Now while the two superparticles in question are elements of solar radiation that affect the thermic and
luminic qualities of the solar-electron (planet), could it be that in their combination they might not have
a synergized third function, which, when squared, creates the value equivalence accounting for the
mass of the solar electron—or of mass in general?
Cosmic science would conclude by declaring: We are the God particle—our planet, the solar system,
we ourselves, in our wholeness and consciousness totality of being and expression—yes it is we
who are the missing element in all theories that forget about who is looking and who created who is
looking.

4. White Lunar Wizard Meets Black Iron Garuda Crest, Cubing the Challenge
“And we sent him on a mission to a 100,000 men or more.
“And they believed, so we allowed them to enjoy their life for a while.”
— Quran, Sura 37: 147-148

One fine afternoon in a distant land, yet so very close, White Lunar Wizard sat upon a rock meditating.
The early spring sun brought a faint warmth to his cheeks, a slight breeze tousled his beard, now white
as last winter’s snow. He continued with his tummo breathing, catalyzing the light heat from within,
until his veins and neural canals were fairly pounding with a radiant inner glow. Then he paused to
clear his mind and receive the telepathic impulse of the moment.
As he gathered his breath, tuning into the subliminal periphery of his lucid awareness, a shadow
fell across his eyes. Exhaling slowly through his slightly parted lips, while distilling the telepathic
impression, he looked up. There before him was one strange being, or so he thought.
Two sturdy legs, with feet like a giant hawk, a magnificent feathered cape, or so it seemed, and a very
interesting face, the most prominent feature being a nose resembling nothing so much as a fantastic
bird’s beak. Deep set eyes, glinting fiercely and wildly gazed out from beneath a great black iron
head-piece. It was Black Iron Garuda Crest, or at least his projected double, immense, towering and
magnificent.
White Lunar Wizard was most pleased for the encounter and with a hearty “Hey Ho!” he stood up on
his feet. Even so, he still had to look up to gain a good look at the great being who faced him now.
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“And what might it be that brings you out of the Solar Ring, Great Time Lord?” White Lunar Wizard
queried, squinting his eyes to get a better look at this magnificent creature.
When he opened his beak-like apparatus to speak, great roaring, whooshing sounds came forth, almost
melodic, but fierce and growling as well. At the same time, within his mind, White Lunar Wizard
received the most astonishing telepathic message.
“I am projecting this form to you according to your capacity to perceive, O wizard! For if you could
truly see me in my essence you would hardly be able to bear it. It would be like receiving an electrical
shock of several million volts. But I come to you with a message from the Sirius Council of Nine.
“As you know, being a bearer of the Sirian time knowledge you have great responsibility. You
appear, of course, only once every 52 rings. That is why your responsibility is even greater, and in
this appearance, you are charged with a profound duty. You must begin now to prepare the Inner
Heptagonon of Mind so when that time comes, once your brother, White Rhythmic Wizard arrives, it is
ready for him to begin to gather the 144,000 and their remnant seeds, wherever they may be.”
“And how shall I go about that?” White Lunar Wizard could hear his voice as from afar.
Once again from Black Iron Garuda Crest came the strange almost terrifying but hypnotic utterances.
Simultaneously the sweet melodic telepathic voice continued its recitation in White Lunar Wizard’s
mind.
“You must enter the cube meditation. You must construct the cube of six, the 216 cube, and place that
around the Earth. The cube Samadhi is required of you. After every 28th day, you are to renew the
cube, and you are to gather as many others as you can with you to maintain the cube samadhi. This is
the only way we can hold the Earth within its timespace frame without its breaking apart. Once you
have held this in place, it will remain, allowing each succeeding cube of each succeeding year to be
constructed within the master cube of six.
“This is called cubing the challenge. For now the confusion and ignorance are rapidly increasing, the
climate change is beyond control and the potential for absolute destruction is so great, that only by this
invisible means can we maintain Velatropa 24.3 in its place until the closing of the cycle.
“The calm, unwavering samadhi that you maintain in this process is absolutely essential, for with each
successive cube for the next four years, the madness and internal conflict will increase, provoking more
and more acts of insanity. With each cube there is less timespace for more people to work out even
more intense levels of confusion—until that system collapses. And when it does, we will all be happy
that you established the master cube because it will still be there holding the timespace matrix of this
planet in place. Then, when we pass through the eye of the needle it will be there to spring the original
matrix from the solar core to the noosphere, bringing about a new race once again!”
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“Yes, sir!” Lunar Wizard fairly shouted out, eager to meet his challenge. No sooner had the words left
his mouth, than the apparition of Black Iron Garuda Crest began to dissolve. Still hovering but totally
transparent now, Black Iron Garuda Crest, made one more utterance, before disappearing altogether.
“Call it Cubing the challenge O noble Wizard. Be like a magnet! Attract others to you who will assist
in holding the meditation of the 216 cube around V.24.3 when ever they can.”
Climbing back up the hill, dappled with early spring flowers, White Lunar Wizard returned to his
cave. Within a few moments he had taken up his meditation position. With intense and lucid focus he
carefully envisioned the planet in orbit, and projected the 216 cube around it—a fine almost invisible
yet slightly shimmering cube of monumental proportions holding together the timespace matrix of
the embattled planet. At the center of the cube, holding it constant, he envisioned the planet as a solar
electron rotating swiftly on its axis as it orbited its nucleus star.
At the same time, through his multidimensional capacity, he began sending out continuous streams of
magnetic mentation waves, knowing that some of them would reach receptive targets. One would leave
a mark in the fields. Others would enter the telepathic receptors of select beings. Soon he would not
be alone in cubing the challenge. The solar electron God particle was on its way to becoming a fully
conscious Element of the Great Plan.
“According to the final Program of Progress, everyone’s channel is open on your planet
(in accordance with their levels of consciousness). either directly or through intuitions,
and are still being opened.”
—The Knowledge Book p. 392.
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Synchronic Code Readout: Kin 101, Red Planetary Dragon
« NS1.20.2.20
« New Sirius Cycle Galactic Spin 29
« White Lunar Wizard Year, AD 2007-2008
« Lunar Scorpion Moon of Challenge, Limi 20
« Dragon: The compassion for sentient beings has already been performed since the beginning. Dragon
nurtures compassion for all beings.
« Padmasambhava 20. “Although there exist a great many different kinds of behavior which do not
agree among themselves, your own self-originated primal awareness is the Unique Sphere.”
« Ibn al-Arabi 20. Sin. Water the Life giver.
« Telektonon Day 20, Cube 20, Cube 14—Wizard Timelessness Seventh Bolontiku, Guardian of EK
Power of the Starborn to remember.
« “Hope is the sunshine of our heart”
« Court of the Perfection of the Inner Wisdom: Hall of the Wizard—receptivity refines Telektonon of
Wisdom.
« 20 Tablets, Year Eleven, Sixteen-Year Cube of the Law, Week 527
« CA Planetary Manitou, Third Year Way of Wielding Power
« Third Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 3, Week 7, Moon 2
« Mystery of the Stone, Fourth Ring, Heptad 163, Thirteenth Quarter
« Fourth Year, Heptagonon of Mind of Earth, Oracle of the Initiation—Kali Seals the Initiation
« Victory Catalyzes Mystery of the Stone
« Annual Cube Eleven, Monkey Magic, Conscious Plane of Will, Externalizing Instinctual Intelligence
« Eighth Year, Second Creation, Cycle of Self-Perfection, Camelot Restored
« Realm of the Fourth Lord of Time, Black Iron Garuda Crest, Guardian of the Third Power of Nine
(27)—Time of Rule: BC 920 - BC 189.
« 20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet 11, Chronograph: Monkey Genesis, Monkey Wavespell 11,
Blue Western Castle of Burning, Court of Magic.
« Chronograph Moon Kin 132: Yellow Lunar Human Moon -10,887 – -10,787
« Baktun-Moon Correlation—Moon of Baktun 2, Right Knee of Fourth Lord of the Ring
« Interplanetary Noosphere Ring: Hidden Knowledge of Black Iron Garuda Crest, fifth pulsation cycle,
Supreme Golden Maiden, GK-Earth
« 7:7::7:7 code: “I consume dualistic thoughts as food; I purify the Mental Electron at the North Pole
« Telektonon Prophecy: Section 1, verses 1-4, “Introductory Verses: One Living Prophecy”
« Dreamspell: Kin 101, Red Planetary Dragon
« Harmonic 26. Cosmic Input, Inform Flowering of Presence
« Biphasic Codon 60: Measuring—Galactic Octave Limits Space
« Long Count: 52 Yellow Cosmic Human 12.19.14.11.12
« Haab: Vinal 3, Zip, “In order to Integrate the Universe”
« Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 33, Red Resonant Skywalker
« SBTS. 3.2
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« Quarterly Rune Codon 19: Wizard’s Aspiration
« Weekly Codon Cube, Codon 33, (inverse seventh) Devotion—Time Meditates Cosmic Order
« Sixth line, Yang, Top of Codon Cube
« Blue Galactic Self-generation – Crystal Abundance Overtone Chromatic 10
« Yellow Sun-Seed Fire Chromatic (right hand)
« Blue Week Three: Proclaim Victory of Prophecy—Blue Patience Transforms Conduct
« 7:7::7:7 Third Week, Secret Initiation, Blue Occult Time Atom, Heptagonon of Mind of Earth. Seven
years Mystery of the Stone, 2004-2011.
« Futhark Rune 18, Berkano is Fruitfulness, sent from South to North,
« Leaf of the Transcendence. Berkano is the fruitfulness that transforms the Transcendence
« Berkano/Limi Cube left, Solar Plexus Chakra, PNM 18, Pacific Plate 3
« White Magnet sent by North to South in Throat Chakra
« Planet Holon, Cardinal Family, Earth Zone: Central Eurasia
« Dynamics of Time, 1.10 “The supremely mental nature of time defines the imminent evolutionary
stage of the human race as transcending altogether the third-dimensional physical concerns which
have dominated the species operating unaware of the Law of Time. The preoccupation of humanity
operating with the Law of Time will be the cultivation of prolonged mental structures of continuing
consciousness and the subsequent experience of hyperorganic super conscious.”
Offered freely to all planetary kin everywhere, known and unknown, by Agent 6.7.13, on behalf of
Sirius Mission 2.15.7, Time Engineering Division, Galactic Research Institute, Aotearoa, Night Zone,
V.24.3
“May the Power of the Cube Prevail as the Power of Indestructible Peace!”
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